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c yashwant kanetkar is considered the "father of urdu
literature" in india and pakistan. after the partition, he
spent most of his time in pakistan and hence is seen
as the father of modern urdu language literature. his

most influential works include urdu vyakaran (a
grammar) and urdu shabd kavita (a poetry anthology).
his best-known work urdu vyakaran is a classic text on

urdu language. however, he was also a great editor
and scholar of ancient marathi literature. he was the
first to translate the great marathi poet jayateerth
marathe into urdu. the collection and translation of

urdu literature is a labour of love of c yashwant
kanetkar. this book is a collection of his speeches,

writings and manuscripts that he worked on during his
lifetime. c yashwant kanetkar had a multifaceted
personality. he was a great scholar, a great legal
luminary, an excellent orator, a poet of immense
talent and wisdom, a political thinker and a social
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reformer. he was an ardent hindu and a very patriotic
indian. c yashwant kanetkar's books are best read in

the original marathi. the book also includes some
other marathi works that are not included in other

books on c yashwant kanetkar. thus, the authors have
included the original marathi words along with the
english translation. the book also includes other

english works on c yashwant kanetkar which are of
historical importance and some english translations of

his speeches, essays and writings. many of his
speeches can be found in the english language in a
variety of publications. the book has an introduction

by the great indian historian, irfan habib and also
many illustrations and photographs. the book includes

c yashwant kanetkar's notes on urdu literature,
marathi literature, english literature, plays, poems and
his speeches. in short, the book is a treasure house of

literary and historical information on c yashwant
kanetkar.
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